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ABSTRACT
We are aiming at developing an online collaborative framework allowing Deaf individuals to author intelligible signs
using a dedicated authoring interface controlling the animation of a 3D avatar. In this paper, we present the results that
we have achieved so far. They mainly focus on the design
of a User Interface assisted by novel input devices. In particular, we show, in two user studies, how the Leap Motion
and Kinect-like devices can be used together for capturing
respectively hand trajectories (position and orientation) and
facial animation. We also show how these devices are integrated into a prototype that we will demonstrate during the
workshop.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Deaf individuals often acquire a sign language as their first
language and are most fluent and comfortable in this first
language. For these individuals, sign language interfaces
are highly desirable. Despite the fact that many deaf individuals are skilled readers, not all deaf signers develop this
level of proficiency. The reasons may be varied, but this
phenomenon is replicated worldwide, regardless of sign language or written language of the country. This literacy issue
has become more significant in recent decades, as new information and communications technologies have arisen that
place an even greater premium on written language literacy
in modern society. For spoken languages, a computer system
can display written text onto the screen for the user. For
sign languages, this approach is generally not possible. The
coordinated use of multiple parts of a signer’s body during a
sign language performance and the use of 3D space around
the signer is challenging to encode in a written representation.

So far, no sign language written representation system has
been adopted for sign language: without a community of
users that accept and have developed literacy skills in one
of these systems, none can be used as output on a sign language interface. Therefore, the output must be displayed in
the form of a video or animation of a human-like character
signing. Animated sign language avatars on the Internet or
on mobile devices have the potential to significantly improve
the situation for the Deaf. However, producing comprehensible sign language avatars remains a difficult problem.
We are developing an online collaborative framework that
would allow Deaf individuals to author intelligible signs using a dedicated authoring interface controlling the animation
of a 3D avatar. This tool would enable deaf individuals from
different linguistic communities to create their own animations in order to illustrate new concepts, invent new signs
and populate dictionaries. Eventually, it might be an alternative to video recording, unlocking anonymous expression
for deaf individuals on the Internet using their primary language. Such a tool would also put Sign Language studies
back into the hands of the Deaf by allowing them to populate large corpus of animation data – potentially a very
valuable research material for the advancement of Sign Language linguistics.
Our work is by nature pluridisciplinary and rely on User Interfaces, innovative input devices, collaborative research. In
this paper, we present intermediate results that have been
achieved so far. They mainly focus on User Interface design and exploit new input device. In particular, we show
how the Leap Motion device and the Kinect can be use to
capture respectively hand trajectories (position and orientation) and facial animation. We then show how these devices
are integrated into a prototype that we might demonstrate
during the workshop.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: next Section
presents and discuss the related work, Section 3 presents an
overview of our architecture, Section 4 presents our latest
achievements using the Leap Motion and the Kinect device
for hand trajectory and facial animation, Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

Signing avatars are a relatively young research area with
two decades of active research. Since the early attempts of
Lebourque and Losson [21, 15], directly inspired from the

articulatory representation of Stokoe [32], two influencial
European projects, ViSiCAST and eSIGN, developed technology for signing avatars based on HamNoSys [8, 12], transitioning from a concatenative to an articulatory approach,
and advancing HamNoSys to SiGML. A more recent avatar
project is called Paula with a number of interesting results
for the synthesis of fingerspelling, nonverbal components and
natural pose computation [36]. This project relies mostly on
manually crafted sign-language annimation, like in Delorme
et al. [6] or in the ATLAS project [20], where a “neutral”
version of each sign is stored as a complex full-body + facial
animation. During sentence synthesis, signs are adapted
to the context of the sentence by mixing the neutral sign
with specific facial expressions (e.g., eyebrows down), body
postures (e.g., torso leaning forward), or parametrized procedures (e.g., relocation of sign in space). These projects,
however work at at GLOSS level and can be considered as
concatenative approaches, even if they propose some templatization and on-the-fly adaptation of the animated signs.
In our own research, we recently evaluated in tight collaboration with deaf experts a set of manually authored animations. for the first time, we assessed the intelligibility of
our animations using complex sentences that we compared
against reference recordings performed by professional deaf
instructors. For this study, the animation tool was developed as a research prototype and could only be used by a
few people in the lab, a deaf expect provided instructions on
how to author the sign language animations. Interestingly,
Deaf instructors always preferred animations that were less
natural but more articulated and intelligible. We could also
show that acceptance towards Deaf community could be significantly increased by involving deaf participants [13]. Involving deaf individuals in the research effort requires dedicated tools that are at the same time easy to use and have
the potential to author complex multi-channel animations.
To our knowledge, the closest attempt to the editing platform we propose has been presented by Jemni et al. in
2008 [11]. In this work, deaf users are supposed to author signs using a VRML/H-ANIM character driven by a
HTML/ActiveX GUI. Unfortunately we couldn’t find a platform supporting the requirements of their online demonstrator1 . In this work, interactions are only conducted using
keyboard and mouse, contrary to our apporach which uses
Natural Input Devices (NID) like the Leap Motion and the
Microsoft Kinect. More recently, Adamo-Villani et al. [1]
introduced an easy to use system specifically focusing on
sign language animation. This system allows users to pose
simple avatars rendered in the 3D viewport using specialized 2D interfaces displayed in a separate 2D window using keyboard and mouse. Authors claim that 2D interfaces
are more suited to novice users. While we agree on the
importance of providing the novice user with simple interfaces and a minimal number of fixed-viewport 3D render
windows, we also believe that, when it comes to positioning
objects or end-effectors in space, a 3D input device providing
a direct mapping between the user’s hand and the positioning/orientation of manipulated 3D objects in a fixed view
might be an interesting complement to the specialized 2D
interfaces proposed by Adamo-Villani et al.

Recently, a number of work tried to leverage the potential of
Crowd-sourcing approaches for populating dictionaries with
new signs and concepts. For instance, Cavender et al. propose a collaborative platform supporting the creation of new
signs in the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) disciplines. One could also cite Culinan2 and
Elix3 for French Sign Language. These attempts, however
relied exclusively on video recording. We claim that video
recordings, because they do not carry any symbolic representation of the signs they depict are not as interesting as
animations described in a symbolic language like, for instance EMBRScript [9]. Pengfei et al. [22], use cutting-edge
motion capture technology to record large corpus of Deaf
individuals telling stories and interacting. The motion data
they retrieve is animated, in 3D and extremely refined. It is
therefore a great material for animators and linguists. We
believe that our approach is complementary and provide information that is reflects better the author’s actual intent:
we could for instance, monitor, record and analyse the behavior of Deaf users using our authoring tool to extract specific pattern and find out important features that make a
sign intelligible, according to the Deaf.
Animation is a highly cross-disciplinary domain that spans
across acting, psychology, movie-making, computer animation, and programming. Not surprisingly, learning the art
of traditional animation requires time, effort and dedication. However, recent consumer-range technology [28] has
proved to be capable of enabling inexperienced users authoring animation of human-like bodies or interactively controlling physical or digital puppets. We are aiming at a similar goal for sign language animation. Our system is innovative because not only it allows novice users to naturally
edit complex animations using natural input devices that
are the Kinect and the Leap motion, it also allows them to
switch seamlessly between traditional space-time constraint
edit and interactive performance capture recording. Indeed,
some devices are better suited for live-capturing the dynamics of the animation [33, 5] while other devices are more
suited to off-line single pose edit [1, 17]. Only few system
are actually suited to both methods [14] and to our knowledge, no proposed architecture accounts for the possibility to
switch seamlessly between the two modes during an editing
session. Addressing this issue and empowering the animation workflow with natural interaction metaphors are two
contributions of the system we propose.

2.1

2
1
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Pose-to-pose animation

Posing an articulated human figure consists into setting-up
the many controls composing its kinematic structure in order
to satisfy a higher level specification. In traditional animation, these controls are exposed by control structure called
the rig. Creating a rig consists of setting up a group of controls that operate a 3D model, analogous to the strings of a
puppet. It plays a fundamental role in the animation process as it eases the manipulation and editing of expressions.
It is essential for the animator to have a rig that allows a
right expression palette, that is convenient to use, and at the
same time compact (not too many handles) and expressive
(the handles provide a good factorization of the controllers).
3
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The Blender software’s UI that we use in this work [27],
like other UI approaches [16, 30] represent the rig-handles
with in the 3D viewport by using direct manipulation interfaces. Driving a complex structure with low-dimensional
control signals has been addressed by Chai et al. [5]. Our
dimension-reduction technique is not data driven but rely
on classical inverse kinematics. We also do not use a tangible object as an input device, but an infrared depth-camera
provided by the Leap Motion device. In the pose-to-pose
edit scheme, our system uses the Leap motion to drive the
arm/shoulder complex following a relative drag and release
control of a character’s.

2.2

Performance capture

In 1988, Robertson demoed the first interactive anthropomorphic computer puppet: Mike [26]. Mike was capable of
performing simple facial expressions and moving the lips according to the puppeteer’s speech. Mike’s animation rig consisted of data glove and a speech recognition system. Mike
was later followed by systems capable of capturing in real
time the animation of an actor’s face without markers [35, 4].
When it includes face, Motion Capture [23] is often referred
to as performance capture. In performance capture, the puppeteer’s face usually does not match the puppet’s face: they
often have different topology and morphology. The mapping of the puppeteer’s facial motion on the puppet face is
called retargetting [31, 18, 25]. In the work we present, we
use the technology developed by Weise et al. [35] with a
dedicated facial motion retargeting stage which, following
the terms introduced by Pighin [25], is based on a scattered
data interpolation approach (the mapping is driven by a matrix multiplication function) fed by an art directed input (we
manually edited the correspondences (matrix rows) between
each source blend shape to a target control rig configuration).
Neff et al. [24] suggest an approach for mapping 2D mouse
input to high-dimensional skeleton space with so-called correlation maps that are learned on motion capture data. However, their approach has been proved to be effective only
for postural expression animations like dancing. Comparable approach has been adopted in Motion Doodles [33], by
Thorne et al. who presented a system for sketching the motion of a character using 2D trajectories. The trajectories
are parsed and mapped to a parameterized set of output
motions that further reflect the location and timing of the
input sketch. The system uses a cursive motion specification that allows for fast experimentation and is easy to use
for non-experts. However, this approach does not attain the
precision required for co-verbal gesture or sign-language.
Kipp and Nguyen [14] proposed a multi-touch interface allowing an animator to interactively control an IK-driven human arm and record poses or captured motions. They could
show that the system can be easily learned by novice animators and that the 2D multitouch interface they proposed enables naive users to produce highly coordinated hand animations with subtle timings. The proposed interface could be
used both for performance capture and pose-editing though
the proposed system considered the two methods independently. Lockwood et al. [19] used a touch-sensitive laptop
as an input-device of a walk pattern generator controlled by
two fingers walking on the laptop’s surface while Sanna et

al. [28] achieved a similar task for the whole body using the
Microsoft Kinect depth-camera. Our system achieve similar performance-capture task in the performance capture
mode. It is however capable of seamlessly transitioning to
the pose-to-pose edit mode, enabling the animator to refine
and improve its recorded performance by editing a limited
number of inferred key-poses.

2.3

Take Away

To sum up, the solutions presented in the Related Work section are either novel input devices that replace or complete
the keyboard/mouse input for pose-to-pose edit or novel performance capture solutions supporting the straight-ahead
authoring scheme. Only one solution presented in the Related Work Section could be considered both for editing animation according to both straight-ahead or pose-to pose: the
one presented by Kipp et al. [14]. In our work, we stress the
importance of setting up new interaction metaphors that are
seamlessly integrated and that account for both authoring
schemes. The interaction metaphors we design and evaluate
are constructed upon the Leap Motion device. Our design
choices and system architecture are presented in the following paragraphs

3.

PROPOSED DESIGN

The contribution of the architecture we propose is that it
endows the user with the capability to seamlessly record and
edit character animation using both pose-to-pose animation
or performance capture. We propose a consistent framework
depicted in Fig. 1.
In performance capture mode, the animator drives the animation like a puppeteer. The motion of his both of hands or
face is tracked in real time and his live performance drives
the animation of the avatar that is being recorded at a rate
of 25 frames per seconds. The frame density is later reduced
in order to allow a latter manual edit that is also conducted
using the Leap Motion. On the contrary, in the pose-edit
mode, the user controls one hand at a time using the Leap
Motion. In this mode, the user hand posture is not directly
followed by the system, rather, it integrates sequences of
consecutive relative edits that consists into small grab and
release actions on one of the character’s hand. This edit
mode permits a much finer and more precise positioning of
the character’s hand.

3.1

Performance capture mode

Two input devices are using simultaneously during performance capture: the Leap motion for the palms and the
Kinect for the face.

3.1.1

Using the Leap Motion

Performance-driven animation and puppeteering usually rely
on a specialized input device or a motion-capture system.
In performance capture (puppetry), the performer has a
direct control over the virtual character movements. The
user/animator has thus a sense of presence. That is accentuated by the mirrored display of the character: the user is
able to see the hands of the animated character as it would
see his own hands in a mirror.
In order to give a user immediate feedback on how its cap-
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Figure 1: The authoring pipeline overview.
ture action in proceeding, the resulting animation applied
on the digital character should be immediately visible on
the screen, in real-time.

Figure 2: The mirror view used during performance
capture.
Performance capture poses several challenges: first, capturing hardware and software must be calibrated according to
the animator’s morphology before the actual capture. Moreover, the morphology of the performer is hardly the same of
the virtual character, animation data must be retargeted in
real time to the virtual character. Our implementation is
currently tailored to one morphology and we are working
on a generic and robust calibration step that might fit the
largest range of users possible.

3.1.2

Using the Kinect

FaceShift is an application able to use a Kinect-like 3D depth
sensor to reconstruct the 3D mesh of a face an animate it in
real-time according to the actual facial expression of a performer. The details of its underlying implementation can be
seen in [35]. Faceshift is based on the OpenNI4 middleware,
guaranteeing compatibility with a wide range of Kinect-like
hardware available on the consumer market. FaceShift requires a calibration phase for each user. The calibration,
4
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lasting less than 10 minutes, consists in mimic a set of facial
expressions; while keeping an expression the user turns his
head of about 30 degrees on both sides, a couple of times, to
let the system collect data about the shape of the face. After the calibration FaceShift can be use in real-time tracking
mode. Here the user face expression framed by the Kinect
is analyzed and used to pilot a 3D reconstruction of the user
face.
In order to animate and record in real-time the character
head and face inside the Blender animation software, we
developed a python script which decodes the FaceShift network communication protocol and maps the received values
into control values for the Blender Software5 . We remind
that, in so doing, the Blender user can have access to the
animation keyframes to further edit them. The script gives
the possibility to record animation sessions or to imprint a
single keyframes on the timeline in order to freeze a sequence
of static facial expression and leave the interpolation work
to Blender.
The FaceShift data, received through a UDP socket, which
we used for our integration is the following: 1, a track ok flag
indicating whether the user face is being correctly tracked or
not; 2, head rotation (yaw/pitch/roll angles as quaternion);
3, eyes rotation (yaw and pitch angles for each eye); 4, a set
of 48 float values, in the range [0,1], representing the weight
of the 48 blend shapes associated with the head 3D model.
After recording, the resulting animation displays 25 recorded
key-frames per seconds, which are too many for a later manual edit. We therefore need a method that reduces the number of keyframes after a performance has been captured.

3.2

Data simplification

In our pipeline we sample the motion of the rig controllers,
and not directly the underlying skeleton. This brings the
number of DOFs to edit to a more human manageable condition, yet leaving the problem of an excessive sampling frequency (25 keyframes per second).
5
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Hence, before being submitted to a human author, the animation data must pass through a Data Simplification stage.
The aim of this stage is to reduce the quantity of samples
of each DOF, making it reasonably simple to be edited by
a human operator. This phase consist in procedurally extract salient poses from an animation, like in [10]. A sideeffect of this procedure is the elimination of the “noise” (i.e.
the high frequency signals) of the performance capture, that
conveys the kinematic signature of the animator. This might
be considered as a desired feature if we aim at providing
anonymized gesture sequences.

4.1

An implementation of our simplification routine has been
published online6 and has been submitted to become part
of the standard Blender7 distribution.

The evaluation has been carried out on two contexts. The
first consisted in positioning a 3D brick (position and orientation) in a 3D environment. The second consisted in posing
a humanoid figure in the 3D environment using the handles
and the inverse kinematics provided by its animation rig.
We compared the performance across two input conditions:
1) Mouse and Keyboard (M&K) and 2) 3D Natural User
Interface (NUI) input. This comparison, however, can only
be performed on subjects who already have experience with
3D software. Since we couldn’t find a novice subject capable of performing the 3D manipulation task using keyboard
and mouse, in our experiment novice subjects only used the
NUI. We could however compare the performance of novice
subjects using the 3D input versus the performance of experienced subjects using the keyboard and mouse or the 3D
input.

4.1.1

3.3

Pose-to-pose edit scheme

Differently from the first person view approach presented
previously, the user manipulates here the virtual character
as a puppet, adjusting the details of each key pose extracted
from the previous phase and synchronising the recorded animation layers.
The purpose of the user is to use its own body to apply
offsets to the key poses resulting form the Data Simplification phase. The idea is to keep a correspondence between
the body parts of the author and the ones of the virtual
character. However, in contrast with the direct control of a
performance capture, here the author performs a “relative”
control on the character current posture. For example, the
movement of an author hand from an arbitrary position is
used to apply an offset to the position of a hand of the virtual character. We can call this a form of body-coincident
puppeteering.
Here the point of view on the digital character is external:
the screen is not anymore a mirror, rather a window (or
more) on the 3D virtual world. Concerning the camera control, we aim at an authoring setup where the user focus only
on character posture editing without the need of controlling
the camera position; past studies already demonstrated that
several tricks can be applied to successfully enable depth
perception in character animation, thus eliminating the need
of rotating the camera viewpoint [14]. A detailed description of the configuration used in the experiment reported in
this paper is described later.

4.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Both input methods – Leap Motion and Kinect Faceshift
have been tested independently. Both experiments have
been conducted on a Mac Book Pro Laptop (2.4 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 16GB Ram, OS X 10.8.4) connected to a
22 inches monitor (resolution 1680x1050) at about 60 cm of
distance from the eyes. For both studies, an operator was
sitting next to the subject, monitoring the advancement of
the experiment, switching between tasks and (de)activation
the logging system. We used the character and rig provided
by MakeHuman v1.0 alpha7. Blender version was 2.66.1.
6
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Evaluating the Leap Motion

Our experiment focuses on positioning objects in 3D space
and posing humanoid characters: these are both common
tasks for animators. In theory, users could simultaneously
move and rotate objects in the 3D space unsing th Leap
Motion, thereby increase performance. We expect direct 3D
manipulation to perform better than the mouse and keyboard, at least for 3D object positioning. For single target selection, Sears and Shneiderman [29] have shown that
direct-touch outperforms the mouse.

4.1.2

Task and Experiment design

Subjects and Apparatus

We conducted the study on two subjects. The first subject
was an expert Blender subject. He accomplished the tasks
with both traditional Mouse and Keyboard (M&K) input
system and with the Natural Subject Interface (NUI). A
second subject was a complete novice in 3D graphics. He
conducted the study using only the NUI approach since we
was not capable to accomplish the task using (M&K).
Figure 3 shows the screen setup we adopted for the experiment. The Blender editor was shown at full screen resolution. The upper part of the editor was showing a frontal
view of the context to edit (brick or character). At its side
a control panel was provided to switch between scenes and
tasks. The bottom part of the editor was showing two copies
of the top view of the scene. The top view was provided as
cue to better evaluate objects distance from the camera. We
provided two copies of the top-view to ensure its visibility
also when editing the scene while moving a hand in front of
the screen.

4.1.3

Results

For each trial, we recorded the time spent by the subject
while manipulating the interface (hitting one of the G,T,R
or F key). We started the timer immediately after the subject touched the first edit key to begin a trail (task) and
stopped the timer as soon as the task was done, fulfilled,
performed. We distinguished between the time spend while
moving objects in the scene (i.e. re-locating and/or rotating
an object) from the time spent in switching between different editing modes.
Figure 4 shows the average time each participant took to
accomplish each scene. Results clearly show that the expert

Figure 5: The user study setup.

Figure 3: The Blender layout used during the tasks.
subject was, in average two times faster with the NUI. Moreover the novice subject was able (with the NUI) to match
the editing speed of the expert using M&K.

Figure 4: Average time (seconds) needed to accomplish the tasks.

4.2

Evaluating the Kinect

For the face performance capture, we conducted the user
evaluation in two stages. Firstly, 16 users volunteered to
use the system at the lab and record a set of dynamic expressions. Secondly, we set up an publicly advertised online questionnaire displaying the reference expression videos,
video recordings of the users and rendered animations of the
recorded animations. Respondents were asked to assess each
video. 30 people responded entirely to the questionnaire.
The Kinect camera was positioned in front of the monitor,
under the screen (See Fig. 5). User’s face distance from the
Kinect was kept around 65cm, which is the optimal distance
suggested by the FaceShift software. A mirror was provided
to help users during the task.
As direction material, we selected 12 movie clips for the
users’ task. Six of them, showing the 6 Ekman’s emotions
[7], are taken from the DaFEx database of dynamic facial
expressions [3, 2] (Actor 1, high intensity). The actor is
a professional, his gender is female and intensity 1 can be
considered as mild. Three other clips have been selected

from the “Fourteen Actors Acting: a video gallery of classic
screen types” recorded by the New York Times in 2010 [34].
We chose the clips featuring Clöe Moreetz, Robert Duvall
and Michael Douglas. Finally, the last three clips are closeup sequences of Fritz Lang’s expressionist movies: two clips
are excerpts from “Metropolis” and clip from “M”. Each
video clip is lasts between 8 and 15 seconds.
The second part of the study was conducted as a public
online questionnaire (in English) that we advertised in mailing lists, and social networks. In total 96 participants answered the questionnaire, among them, 30 completed it.
The questionnaire was anonymous and consisted into 57
pages. The first page was introducing the questionnaire
and presenting the context of the study. The second page
was gathering anonymous information about the respondent
(age, experience with computer and video game) following were 54 pages displaying expression videos (×6) (performed by the professional artist), the video recordings of
4 users (U 5; U 6; U 8; U 10) selected among the 16 by the experimenters for their “acting” talents (×(4 × 6) pages) and
rendered animations of the recorded animations (×(4 × 6)
pages). Respondents were asked to assess each video. along
6 eckman dimensions E1 to E6 (happy, surprised, scared,
sand, angry, disgusted). Each rating was done on a 6 point
scale from 0 to 5.
We analyzed the 30 participants who completely filled the
questionnaire. Fig. 6 shows the ratings obtained by the
video recordings of the users when recording their performances. As for the rendered videos whose ratings are shown
in Fig 7. The results displayed for the recorded (Fig.6) and
the rendered (Fig.7) videos share a common tendency. This
result, does not tell us that the recorded animations are
good enough to be used as-is for Sign Language material. It
however shows that novice users can use the device to produce animations that are evaluated in a similar way than
the recorded videos of the users. Needless to say, future
Sign Language centered studies will follow.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To sum up, we have presented an animation system that
has the potential, on the one hand, to enable novice users to
author complex animations of humanoid character and on
the other hand, to increase the productivity of experienced

Figure 6: Rating obtained for the recorded videos (subjects) along each expression by each dimension

Figure 7: Rating obtained for the rendered videos (avatar), along each expression by each dimension

users. This system is built upon both the Leap Motion and
a kinect-like device. It provides a natural animation authoring interface that supports two different edit schemes:
performance capture and pose-to-pose animation. In two
user studies, we could show, on the one hand that this system lets a novice user perform non-trivial positioning and
posing task as fast a an experienced user would do using a
traditional Keyboard and Mouse interface. When handled
by an experienced user on the same tasks, the system doubles his velocity when compared to the classical Keyboard
and Mouse input. On the other hand, for facial performance
capture, we could show that novice users can use Kinect-like
devices to produce animations that are evaluated in a similar
way than their recorded videos. Since all the devices we used
will be commercially available at the time the paper might
be published and since we used open source software to build
this system, we are publishing on-line8 all the sources that
are necessary to build and reproduce the descried experiment.
This work is an intermediate step in a global project aiming at developing a crowd-sourced sign-language animation
editor for the many Deaf Communities. We believe that the
results presented in the paper are encouraging. In future
work, we are planning to evaluate how the two edit schemes
described in Section 3 might benefit from each other, both
when used by professional animators, and novice (regarding
computer animation) Deaf users.

6.
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